Year 1 Overview for Autumn Term 1:2
Your Teaching staff are: Miss Lall, Mrs Abdi, Miss Benbow, Mrs Hussain, Mrs Howard, Mrs Rowley, Mrs Rooney, Miss Altaf, Mrs Ferdus, Miss Begum.
Our Assistant Head Teacher is: Mrs Jackson

Reading:

Your child will be read with twice a week. They will have their Guided Reading book changed at least once a week. They will need to
have their book bags in school every day so that a new book can be sent home. Please try and read this with your child and share these
books together.

Phonics:

The children are taught a phonic lesson daily for 30 minutes. The children will learn to segment and blend their word using their phonic
knowledge. The children will learn tricky words and read these in sentences.

Writing:

This term we will be focusing on the book ‘The Naughty Bus’. For this text the children will be using colourful semantics to build
sentences that match an image. They will then use colourful semantics to help them write sentences to retell the story. The children
will also learn to use fingers spaces in their writing.

Maths:

We will be learning:
- To add 2 numbers together using concrete objects.
- To subtract 2 numbers using a concrete object.
- To write number sentences for addition and subtraction.

Science:

This half term the children will be learning about ‘Materials’. The children will learn the names of different materials and look at their
properties. They will then carry out a range of experiments to test these materials.

RE:

The dispositions we will be looking at this term are:
 Cultivating inclusion, identity and belonging.
 Being modest and listening to others.

Non-Core:

Our theme this term is ‘Changes’. In History the children will learn about the Victorians and how schools have changed since then.
The children will compare their own school to Victorian schools. In Art, the children will learn to sketch. The children will focus on
sketching thick and thin lines and use this skill to sketch a picture of the school building.

PE:

We have PE sessions every Tuesday and Thursday. Please make sure that your child has their PE kit in school on these days. Children
need to bring - pumps/trainers, black joggers or leggings (for the colder weather), a black or white t-shirt and a jumper or sweatshirt
Please can you make sure that all items of clothing are clearly labelled with your child’s name.
This term the children will be doing Fundamentals (indoors) and Invasion (outdoors).

Computing:

‘We are treasure hunters’
This term we are learning to program a toy to move around a map to find buried treasure. They will learn what an ‘algorithm’ is and
will practice giving and following step by step instructions to move the ‘Bee bots’ around.

